Shape UCSF's Future: Play UCSF2025

Are you ready to play? UCSF2025, a novel online game to engage the UC San Francisco community to share and shape the future of the University, will open up for 36 hours starting at 8AM PST September 11. CTSI and the Helen Diller Family Comprehensive Cancer Center will host gatherings at China Basin on Sept. 11 & 12th to assist those who'd like to participate in a collaborative "gaming" environment.

Details on CTSI/HDFCCC China Basin Gatherings | Pre-register now | Read Article

CTSI Pilot Awardees Streamline Chart Review Research Applications

A multidisciplinary team led by Amy Gelfand, MD, successfully streamlined the application process and form to conduct retrospective chart review research. With support from the 2012 CTSI Pilot Awards to Improve the Conduct of Research, Gelfand and her team members conducted rigorous tests and a redesign that reduced the median time for application approval by the Committee on Human Research (CHR) from 32 days to six days.

Read now | Download PDF

Apply Today: CTSI Catalyst Awards & Strategic Opportunities Support Grants

The Catalyst Awards target UCSF innovations in diagnostics, devices, therapeutics and digital health that show early promise, and require financial and product development support to demonstrate clinical and commercial viability. Also, learn about 10 research and career development grants offered by CTSI Strategic Opportunities Support (SOS). Learn more & apply through UCSF's Resource Allocation Program (RAP) by 9/30.

CTSI News: The Last 30 Days

- Michael Potter, MD, director of the San Francisco Bay Area Collaborative Research Network (SF Bay CRN) of CTSI's Community Engagement and Health Policy Program (CE&HP) is currently a featured partner in the National Cancer Institute's...
popular 'Research to Reality' cyber seminar. Join the online discussion on 'FLUFit to FLU-FOBT.'

- CELDAC-supported study finds pediatric readmission rates not indicator of hospital performance. Read more

Training & Support Opportunities

- Training in Clinical Research (TICR) Fall 2013 program courses cover epidemiologic and biostatistical methods, implementation science, and practical/professional skills. Register here by 9/9.
- Resident Research Travel Program (RRTP) - receive up to $600 funding to present clinical or translational research at a clinical or scientific conference. Deadline 9/15. Learn more
- The Catalyst Awards Internship Program provides an opportunity for students, postdocs and fellows to learn about early translational research and product development through observing the Catalyst Awards Program. Apply by 9/30.
- The CRO Vendor program connects UCSF investigators with Contract Research Organizations that offer a range of research services in preclinical drug and development space. Learn more
- Designing Clinical Research for Clinical Trainees (DCR-CT) online course registration deadline 9/10 - open to all institutions! Details here

See all

From CTSI's Twitter Stream...

CTS I has a new dashboard to transparently track its progress: ctsi.ucsf.edu/impact

How are you measuring success?

Dashboard | Infographics

Other News

- Medical Education Grand Rounds 'Medical Education as Translational Science' lecture w/ William McGaghie, MD on 10/21. Register here
- UCSF’s IT Innovation Contest returns for a second year - a team-based contest for creative IT solutions. Open Submission Phase through 10/10.
- UCSF faculty are eligible for QB3’s 'Bridging the Gap Awards' - $100K/year for up to 2 years! Deadline 9/30. Learn more
- UCSF Innovation, Technology & Alliances course: Lean LaunchPad for Life Sciences & Healthcare, Tuesdays from 10/1 - 12/10. Apply here by 9/6.
- Sharecase 2013, a showcase of the best IT at UCSF, returns to Mission Bay on Friday, November 8. Details here
- UC Hastings Masters of Studies in Law for health & science
• professionals information session on 9/9. Learn more
• UCSF Faculty Development Day on 9/10. Details here
• Office of Career & Professional Development: 'Launching your Faculty Job' events on 9/12 & 9/13. Details here
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